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We consider the Boussinesq system in the homogeneous spaces of degree –1. To
narrow the gap for the existence of small regular solutions in B˙–1∞,∞(Rn), the biggest
homogeneous space of degree –1 among those embedded in the space of tempered
distributions, we show small solutions in the homogeneous Besov space B˙
–1+ np
p,∞ (Rn),
with n≥ 2, n≤ p <∞.
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1 Introduction andmain results




∂tu + u · ∇u –μu +∇π = θen, (x, t) ∈Rn × (,∞),
∂tθ + u · ∇θ – κθ = ,
∇ · u = ,
u(x, ) = u, θ (x, ) = θ,
(.)
where u = u(x, t) and θ = θ (x, t) denote the unknown velocity ﬁeld and the scalar temper-
ature in the content of thermal convection, respectively, and π = π (x, t) the scalar density
of the geophysical ﬂuids, μ the constant kinematic viscosity, κ >  the thermal diﬀusivity,
and en = (, , . . . , )T . While u, θ are given initial data, with ∇ · u =  in the sense of
distribution.
The Boussinesq system is extensively used in the atmospheric sciences and oceano-
graphic turbulence (see [–] and references therein). The problem of the global regularity
of the weak solutions of the D Boussinesq equations is a big open problem. It is meaning-
ful to study the regularity of theweak solutions under additional critical growth conditions
on the velocity or the pressure. Based on some analysis technique, there are some regular-
ity criteria via the velocity of weak solutions in Besov spaces have been obtained in [–].
The pressure criterion is in [–]. By the velocity criterion, for the n-dimensional Boussi-
nesq system, Yao et al. in [] showed the local well-posedness and blow-up criteria in
Besov-Morrey spaces Nsp,q,r(Rn) in supercritical case s >  + np ,  < q ≤ p < ∞,  ≤ r ≤ ∞,
and critical case s =  + np ,  < q ≤ p < ∞, r = . Zhang et al. [] got the existence of the
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-dimensional inviscid Boussinesq equations in critical Besov spaces B

p+
p, (R) and some
blow-up criteria.
The global regularity of smooth solution of the D Boussinesq equations with the frac-
tional dissipation has been researched recently in [–]. Several Beale-Kato-Majada-
type regularity criterion have been obtained in [–]. There are also some results for
the blow-up criteria for the Boussinesq equations (see [, ] and the references therein).
For theNavier-Stokes equations, Xin andChen in [] researched the small regular solu-
tions in B˙–∞,∞, which is the biggest homogeneous space of degree –. The authors studied
small solutions in the homogeneous Besov space B˙
–+ np
p,∞ (Rn) and a homogeneous space
deﬁned by M̂n(Rn). Here, motivated by the results in [], our aim is to do some work
addressing the small regular solutions of the n-dimensional Boussinesq system in subcrit-
ical spaces B˙
–+ np
p,∞ (Rn). The corresponding content in the space M̂n(Rn) is of our further
interest. This result partially extends the result in [] in another system. More precisely,
we will prove the following.
Theorem . Suppose n ≥ , n ≤ p < ∞,  – np < α < , u ∈ B˙
–+ np


















≤  for some small




























































This paper is structured as follows. In Section , we introduce the Besov spaces and the
lemmas used later. In Section , we provide the proof of Theorem ..
2 Preliminary lemmas







h(x – y, t)f (y)dy,
with the heat kernel h(x, t) = (π t)–n/e–|x|/(t). And the Fourier transform f̂ of f ∈ S is
deﬁned by




Here S(Rn) stands for the Schwartz class of rapidly decreasing smooth functions and
S ′(Rn) is the space of tempered distributions. The fractional order of the Laplacian is
showed by the Fourier transform. For α ∈R,
̂(–) α f (ξ ) = |ξ |α̂f (ξ ).
Due to the homogeneous counterpart Theorem .. and the lifting property Theo-
rem ../ in [], the homogeneous Besov spaces can be given as follows.
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 t(–α/)q‖etu‖qLp dtt )/q, for  < α <  (q 
=∞),
supt> t–α/‖etu‖Lp , for  < α <  (q =∞),
‖(–)(α–)/u‖B˙p,q , for others.





And furthermore, if s < , the homogeneous Besov spaces B˙sp,q(Rn) can be equivalently
deﬁned as follows (cf. []).






















Lp(Rn) <∞, q =∞.
















It is well known that B˙–∞,∞(Rn) is the biggest critical homogeneous space of degree –, and
as shown by Frazier, Jaweth andWeiss [], any critical homogeneous space continuously
embedded in S ′(Rn) is also continuously embedded into B˙–∞,∞(Rn).
Next we introduce the interpolation theorem in [, ].
Lemma . Suppose  < θ < , ≤ p,q ≤ ∞, –∞ < α < β <∞, and
















where (·, ·)θ ,q denotes the real interpolation functor.
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We express (.), in the integral form as
u(t) = etPu –
∫ t





θ (t) = etθ –
∫ t

e(t–s)∇ · (u(s)⊗ θ (s))ds,
where P is the Helmholtz-Weyl projection onto a divergence free vector ﬁelds deﬁned by
P = {Pj,k}j,k=,...,n = {δj,k + RjRk}j,k=,...,n,
here δj,k is the Kronecker symbol and Rj = ∂j(–)–

 are the Riesz transforms. To prove the
existence of the regular solution in L∞((,∞),Ln(Rn)), we need the Lp – Lq type estimate
for et in Lebesgue spaces and Besov spaces. See [] for the proof of the following lemma.





Lp(Rn) ≤ C‖f ‖Lp(Rn),
∥








≤ Ct– s–s ‖f ‖B˙sp,q(Rn), s ≤ s.






Due to the linearization of the Boussinesq system (.), we consider a priori estimates
for the Stokes equations. Chen and Xin in [] gave the estimates in homogeneous spaces.




∂tu –u +∇π =∇ · f (f = (fij(x, t))n×n),
∇ · u = ,
u() = a.
(.)
We now state the main estimate about the Stokes equations in homogeneous spaces of
Chen and Xin in [], which will be used later.
Lemma . Let  < α < , ≤ n≤ p≤ ∞, ≤ q ≤ ∞, and







Then the solution of equation (.) in the following integral formulation:
u(t) = etPa +
∫ t

e(t–s)P∇ · f (s)ds (.)















































provided that the right-hand sides of the above inequalities are ﬁnite, respectively.
Similar to Lemma ., we have the analogous results.



























































































































(τ + t – s)–+(α–+
n






















(τ + t – s)–+(α–+
n












For the term I =
∫ t
 (τ + t – s)
–+(α–+ np )/s– α ds, due to  < s < t , thus
τ + t – s > t + τ =

(t + τ ) >

 (t + τ )
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)–+(α–+ np )/ ∫ t

(t + τ )–+(α–+
n




















(τ + t – s)–+(α–+
n














(τ + t – s)–+(α–+
n
p )/ ds.




































–(α–+ np )/t– α
∫ t

(t + τ – s)–+(α–+
n










= III + IV .




 ds = –α t–
α
 , we obtain





)–(α–+ np )/ t






















According to the fact that
∫ t

(τ + t – s)–+(α–+
n
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thus
IV ≤ C sup
τ>
τ
































































































–(α–+ np )/(t + τ )–+(α–+
n







–(α–+ np )/(t + τ )–+(α–+
n









–(α–+ np )/(t + τ )–+(α–+
n














Equations (.) and (.) imply the second inequality of the lemma. Now we turn to the




































































Therefore, the expressions (.) and (.) verify the ﬁrst inequality of the lemma. 
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(t + τ – s)–  +
α–+ np












(t + τ – s)
α–+ np
 s– α ds sup
s>





















≤ Ct– α sup
s>


















Therefore, we get the proof. 
3 The proof of Theorem 1.1
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem .. For simplicity, without loss of gen-









































It is well known that, for s > , B˙sp,q(Rn) ∩ L∞(Rn) is an algebra. Moreover, there exists
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Thus by the embedding and interpolation results, we have




















































































































































































































Mu(t) = etu –
∫ t





M¯θ (t) = etθ –
∫ t

e(t–s)∇ · (u(s)⊗ θ (s))ds.
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We will show M and M¯ are the contraction operators mapping a ball of U into itself and
a ball of  into itself, respectively. Now we deal with the operator M¯. Observing that (.)























And using Lemma ., we obtain the estimates of θ . It is more simple for θ here, as the






















































































Deﬁne two complete metric spaces by
U =
{






















+C′‖θ‖, for u ∈U ,
‖M¯θ – M¯θ‖ ≤ C′‖θ – θ‖.
According to the contraction mapping principle, equation (.) admits a unique solution




≤  and  >  is suﬃciently small.






, we choose f (s) =



































that is to say, if ‖u‖U is small enough, the term sups> s α ‖θ (s)‖B˙α–+ npp,∞ is bounded.
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Now we deal with the operator M. Choosing f (s) = u(s)⊗ u(s) in Lemma . and f (s) =






































































































































is bounded. Similarly, by (.), we
get
‖Mu –Mv‖U ≤ C
(‖u‖U + ‖v‖U
)‖u – v‖U , for u, v ∈U ,
that is, due to PMu(t) =Mu(t), we obtain ∇ ·Mu(t) = . By the deﬁnition of U , the previ-















 –C′‖u‖U +C‖u‖U , for u ∈U ,
‖Mu –Mv‖U ≤ C‖u – v‖U , for u, v ∈U .
Therefore, on the basis of the contraction mapping principle, equation (.) admits a




∈  , C‖θ‖B˙–+ npp,∞ ∈

 and  >  is suﬃ-
ciently small.
The proof of Theorem . is done.
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